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Dear Bonsai Members
From the chairman:
I found the following poem in a 1993
Treeview Magazine:
WHICH ARE YOU ?
Members keep a group so strong
While others just join to belong,
Some dig right in, serve with pride.
Some go along just for the ride.
Some volunteer to do their share,
While some lie back and just don’t care.
Some do their best, some help, some make,
Some do nothing, only take.
Some greet members with a smile,
And make their coming so worthwhile,
While some go on their merry way,
No greeting or kind word to say.
Some help the group to grow and grow,
When asked to help they don’t say “No”
Some drag, some pull, some don’t, some do.
Consider, which of these are you?
-Author unknown
Whilst you get all type of members at clubs, we at
EBS are truly blessed as we have members that are
keen, do their share, do their best, say “YES” when
asked to help, and above all are keen to help
EBS....and Bonsai in South Africa to grow
Our SEPTEMBER meeting/workshop was well
attended. Thank you to Shaundre, Kathy T, Naseem
and Gina that all brought trees to work on at the
workshop that was held outside on the patio of
Hospice Wits.

THANK YOU TO THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS
Thank you to Errol for putting posts on our facebook

Kathy Sen for our newsletter that just gets better
and better. She is a true wiz on the computer.
Kathy Tinney that not only has graciously
undertaken the task to draw up CAD plans for our
meeting room as well as gardens, carports etc at
Hospice Wits that will make planning our annual
show, BRAT day etc a lot easier, but also spend over
an hour on two occasions with me in the hot sun
measuring up the premises.
Attie for fixing the club trolley.
Alan for efficiently running our shop.
Jeanette for looking after our library.
And last but not least to Lynn Reynolds that brought
all the lovely cakes.
GUESTS
We had two guests at our September meetingHein and Vaughan, that hopefully will become
members soon! They brought a fresh outlook to our
discussion about trees.
WEBSITE
Naseem has refreshed our website. Please go, have
a look and send us an email with your opinion of
what can be improved. New email:
Ebsbonsai01@ gmail.com (Zero one after ebsbonsai)
FACEBOOK
Annetia Russel is now going to do our Facebook
page. Thank you Annetia.
Please send updates, or post on facebook so our
page can stay current.

OCTOBER MEETING
In African cultures when it rains on any occasion , it
means that that specific occasion is blessed....
Our October meeting was truly blessed.
We were warned of severe windstorms and hail-it never
happened at our meeting-a true blessing
We had our first true summer thunderstorm/downpour
from about 12.30 till just before 4 pm- our country, our
gardens, and our Bonsai needed the rainwater

GUESTS
We were blessed with 2 guests with tree problems that I
invited to our meeting. Both came: Alf who nearly killed
his Elm by re potting and root pruning and a lovely lady,
Gill, who rescued 3 nearly dead figs from a nursery.
Lynn Reynolds gave her advice on choosing a front,
branch structure and how to pot them ( the poor figs
were planted in pure peat in VERY small pots). Kanti and
Yatish gave advice and input, and Shaundre helped Gill
re pot in training pots bought from our shop .She bought
some raffle tickets and won 3 prizes. She really loved the
day and even though she won’t be in Jozi for our show,
she would love to come to the next meeting , and is
seriously considering joining the club.

Congratulations Yatish. Thank you to all that brought a
tree for help, advice or just for other members to
appreciate. It was great to see all the club members
participating in their club! Next time we will have more
tables ready to display all your lovely trees.

WORKSHOP
Besides the 2 visitors, a great deal of the members
brought trees to work on, so much so, that some worked
inside the meeting room whilst others worked under
roof on the patio. Gina was so busy working on her
Portulacaria that she didn’t have time to take photos at
the meeting! Thanks to Lynn Reynolds that led the
workshop, bravely soldiering on whilst hardly having a
voice. A true professional. I am glad to say that when I
spoke to Lynn today, she sounded a great deal better
and no longer speaking in her gravely 08600 voice any
longer.

RAFFLE TICKETS
Thank you to Andre De Canha, Lynn Reynolds and Gina
that donated trees and pots for raffle. There were some
lovely trees with good nebari, sizable trunks and some
age. We sold an amazing 36 raffle tickets, with some
members starting to work on their new trees the
moment they won them.

TALK/PRESENTATION

THANK YOU

Gerhard Buchner agreed to give us a talk on FIGS and
brought 6 examples of figs from his collection. Some of
them quite big trees in big pots.

To Kathy T for all the lovely cakes at our October
meeting

To accompany his informative lecture he had some hand
out packs prepared that he gave to EBS members-all
very professional. There were so many members at
meeting that he ran out of packs. There were at least 25
EBS members- as not all signed register .

POSITIVE ENERGY
We haven’t had such a big turnout at a meeting in ages.
There was a positive energy and a great buzz in the air.
Thank you to all who attended.

MEETING A MINI EVERY SHOW
Every month we ask members to bring in a tree to show
or for a crit, and they stand a chance to win a R50
voucher. I have never seen so many trees at a monthly
meeting since I’ve joined EBS! This month we had a
whopping 16 trees, with Yatish winning the voucher.

To Lynn Reynolds for contributing her article on Nipping
and Pruning to our November newsletter.

Until next month
Regards Anthoney.

Last Meeting:
Thanks to Gerhard for his interesting talk on ficus and for sharing this invaluable article.

HOW TO GROW A SHOHIN FIG IN

YEARS

To shart Shohin using figs you can make the trunk thicken very fast.
Theuns starts the cutting off and as soon as it is rooted (usually after
one month Fig 1. )

He bare roots it and makes a small ball of soil which he places under
the centre of the cutting so that the roots grow out flat. Then cut off all
the leaves on the trunk. Everywhere there was a leaf, growth will start
(Fig 2).

After another 3 months check roots again and prune them. When you
replant make sure your trunk is at a slant.

After a year he cuts it off at the first branch (Fig 4). Don’t throw away
the top part that you cut off – start another cutting, put a tooth pick
into the trunk of the cutting and it will give you the thickness and taper
you need (Fig 5).

If you watch the roots and plant them on a ball of soil each time you
won’t have any problems. Cut off any very heavy roots and
concentrate on achieving the fine fibrous roots. Repot and once again
make a ball of clayey soil to place the roots and arrange them the way
you want. Let lower branches grow at the stage to thicken the trunk.
(Fig 6)

. To make the trunk let it grow 4 to 6 buds and then cut it back to the
first leaf. To achieve the fine twigs he said that as the first leaf on a
new branch is the smallest you let the branch grow to two leaves and
then cut back to the first leaf. Don’t cut too close to leaf, leave a bit,
otherwise it makes a knob. The piece you leave dies back and you can
cut it off without an ugly knob (Fig 7).

One way of getting taper in your trunk is to follow the diagram in Fig 8.

He uses 50% coarse river sand and 50% compost for all the figs. It is a
rather coarse mix and he uses this for his shohin as well. He fertilizers
alternately nitrosol and chemicult every 2 weeks.
If you start off the tree in the right manner you will achieve these
results in 3 years from cutting stage. He uses slightly wet soil when he
is potting as he feels if your soil is dry then the water runs off and it
takes a long time for the soil to be wet properly. You must always try
and only expose the top part of the roots coming from the trunk
otherwise they grow too big.

Last month’s

Workshop trees:

Gina’s Portulacaria BEFORE and AFTER

Shaundre’s large Ficus Natalensis , inherited 1½ yrs ago, had its very large root cut at the workshop.

Next Meeting:
Annual Show 10th & 11 NOVEMBER

Venue: Hospice, 50-2nd Avenue, Houghton, Johannesburg. In main building of
Hospice Wits (look out for sign), next to Houghton Mosque which is opposite to the apartments on
Houghton Golf course 12th hole.

Workshops
The Club offers a workshop after the meeting during the month and members are
encouraged to bring trees for working on and advice. Remember bonsai learning is best
supported through doing.

EBS on the web
The EBS website is available at www.ebs.org.za. Newsletters, club contact details and
links to other websites or sites of interest are published on the site.
Also remember the EBS Facebook page where you will find interesting topics on bonsai.
The URL is: https://www.facebook.com/easternbonsaisociety/
“LIKE” the page to promote the club.

Brat News
Upcoming next BRAT events:
2019
30 March
29 June TBC
31 August
28 Nov – 1 Dec

Pretoria
AGM & New Talent
Shibui
Pretoria

Open day
Top 10
ABC 5 Convention

Visit the BRAT Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/Brat.page
Brat attendance is fees R120, which includes tea and lunch.

SABA News
Visit the SABA website at http://saba.org.za/ If you are
looking for clubs in a specific province, click on the
map. Join the SABA Facebook group and get the latest
on what is happening around the country on the bonsai
scene.
The SABA photographic competition is a monthly
competition and members must keep on or start taking pictures of their trees and enter
the competition. You can enter pictures of both indigenous and exotic trees. Go to the
SABA website, click on latest news and get all the necessary information. You can also
contact Hansie Bekker for assistance in this regard. Public voting can also be done for
each category on the SABA Facebook page.

Library
The Club library will be open from 11h30 – 13h00. It is there for the use of all paid

up

members. Jeanette Craukamp is our librarian. Please note books are
taken out on a monthly basis. Kindly return books in time. Library not opened in
November due to our show.

Nipping and Pruning
by Lynn Reynolds

Pruning is the severe cutting back, or even complete removal of parts of the
main branch structure of a tree. As far as Bonsai is concerned, this is how we achieve our
very careful and specific styling.

Nipping is the controlling of the new growth on branches in order to keep these
styles and to encourage vigorous , tight, twiggy foliage production. Nipping also reduces
the size of the leaves - the more frequent and severe the nipping, the smaller and tighter
the leaves become.

HOW DOES THIS WORK?
Plant growth always takes place at the very tip of the branchlets. This is called apical
growth. We all know that if this tip is removed all growth at that point will stop and the
branch will then shoot back along its length to continue growing.

WHY?
The growth tip is called the meristem and this controls the development of all the
new leaves and buds, since that is where all the new cells are produced. As this point
pushes out, the cells become older and lengthen, resulting eventually in old wood.

However as this process continues, inactive buds are produced along the
length of each branch. Unless the forward growth of the branch is stopped,
this process will carry on indefinitely, ever thickening the branch. A group of
hormones called auxin(IAA) is responsible for this outward growth and
for maintaining the inactivity of the side buds. It is abundantly present in all
the new growth points.

As the plant grows bigger and the new tips spread further and further out, the
auxins weaken in the older areas and are replaced by another group of
hormones, called kinnin, which strengthens proportionately.
This hormones encourages the inactive buds to grow and sprout, thus giving
outside branchlets. The same result is achieved by the removal of the auxinrich tips by pinching, so allowing the kinnins to take over and produce side
tips which are in turn auxin –rich, and the cycle repeats itself.
Therefore, if we are to achieve thick, twiggy growth, constant pinching out of
the new tips is essential. This also results in stronger, healthier growth since
the water and nutrients which would have had to feed all these long shoots,
will now be concentrated into the reduced area of leaves and buds. So, now
that we understand how and why nipping and pruning works, we will be able
to apply this method with far better effect.

Pruning- FOR SHAPING
All new Bonsai material has to be pruned, whether it be collected or nursery stock. It may
also become necessary to prune an established tree should it be damaged or diseased, or
if the grower simply decides to change the style, as so often happens.
The cardinal rule to bear in mind is that a branch once removed, cannot be replaced and,
as they take years to grow, every careful consideration must be given before any pruning
is undertaken. Remember also that too heavy pruning can badly damage some trees of
the more sensitive varieties. Caution is the by word –take your time.
When doing large branch pruning, use a pair of heavy pruners which will leave a concave
wound. This will heal over the cleanest and quickest. A flat wound will heal, but will
always leave a visible bump, and a small stump left behind is liable to rot and damage the
tree being unacceptable aesthetically. A good idea when pruning large branches is to
leave the flap of the bark, the length and diameter of the wound, attached to the trunk
under the cut. Bind this flap up over the wound with raffia and this will speed the healing
and camouflage the wound.

WHICH BRANCHES TO PRUNE
 Branches growing on the inside of a curve....crossing over branches.
 Dead branches except in the case of jinning....handlebar branches.
 Wheel-spoke branches, “U”, “V”, “Y” and “S” shaped branches.

Of course, pruning need not all be heavy and drastic but could take the form of “cleaning
up” pruning. Some of our trees are very young when first planted and styled and we may
feel that it would help to let them just grow at random for a season or two, this will have
the effect of thickening the branches and of giving lots of shoots to choose from in
restyling the tree.
Here light cutters may be used to cut the wood back to the required length or shape and
to remove unnecessary shoots. When pruning this way remember to remove all
underneath branchlets flush with the branches, but to leave a little height on the upper
ones. We do not want a completely flat triangle of a branch,
a little depth is also required.
The side branches should always be cut off in such a way that the remaining shoot is
pointing in the direction you wish the branch to follow. Do not simply cut across the
internode as this little stalk will die back anyway and the new shoots may not take the
desired direction, or there may be two of them, creating a “Y” shaped branching. Also
remember to strive for an even distribution of back, front and left and right branches,
removing any shoots that come up where they are not required.

Nipping -FOR MAINTENANCE AND BETTERMENT.
The type of nipping undertaken will depend on the type of tree under improvement.
1. The most common method is to nip new shoots back to two sets of leaves with the
thumb and forefinger. If this does not sever the shoot then the nipping is long
overdue. Here the object is to thicken the growth, not shape the branch so
direction is less important and all bud notes can be left to develop new shoots.
2. This method is also used for all juniper types, where there is thick feathery foliage.
Hold the clump of foliage in one hand and gently pull away all the new growth with
the other. This also applies to Chamaecyparis spp. And some Cupressus spp.
3. The Pinus varieties, such as the Scot’s pine, produce tufts of new needles which are
termed candles. These should be twisted off at the tip, leaving about 5 mm.
4. An old established tree should have tight growth already and then nipping can
become easier. A very satisfactory effect will be created by merely giving such a
tree a “hair cut” with light shears. This is a particularly successful method for such
trees as privets and elms and some small leafed azaleas. When using this method,
do not forget that you are aiming for the triangular shape and you must still
neaten up the growth accordingly.

5. There are some specialized nipping methods for such trees as the Erythrina, which
are really more like pruning. This tree has succulent branches with tufts of leaves
at the extreme tips. The only way to nip is to cut off the terminal point. There will
be no double shooting from the cut point, but shooting will occur down the
branch.
6. The Erythrina and the Schotia are two examples of trees the leaves of which grow
in groups of three. If the single or apex leaflet is removed at the confluence of the
pair, the appearance of the tree is greatly neatened and tightened up. However,
there is much controversy as to whether this will actually stimulate the production
of new buds at the node. In my experience it does not.

A little way back we mentioned a list of rules for the pruning of new branches. Well these
same rules must apply to the nipping of new shoots, in that anything growing in an
unacceptable position or direction or shape must be altered or removed.
Remember those little buds that come out along the trunk, they must be rubbed off,
except of course where a branch is required to develop. This also comes under the
heading of nipping.

WHAT ABOUT ROOTS?
This must also be considered as part of the pruning of the tree. When a LOT of branches
are removed from a tree, a proportionate amount of root should be pruned. The roots
and branches of a tree must always be in balance for the correct feeding of these
branches.
NEVER EVER NEGLECT THE NIPPING OF YOUR TREES!
Try and get into the habit of nipping each day as a long shoot comes to your notice, while
you are watering or just admiring. Do not store away in your mind “Oh I must remember
to nip at the week end” because you will forget what you had in mind by then!
The sign of a dedicated Bonsai Grower is the automatic nipping motion of the fingers
when they approach a tree! If you go into the garden and the trees drive you crazy with
the urge to tidy them up a bit, then you are well on the way to having a fantastic Bonsai
collection that you can be proud of!

Membership Fees:
Those with fees outstanding will have to re-apply and pay the joining fee!
Membership fees are due in June of every year and must be paid by 30 September.
Former members, who still want to be members of EBS, will have to re-apply for
membership. And pay both the entrance fee and the pro rata portion of the full
membership fees. If they attend a meeting as a non-member, they will be charged a R50
attendance fee. Visitors to the club are always welcomed and entrance will be free unless
you are a cancelled member.
The current membership fees for 2018/19 are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Individual – R350.00
Family – R450.00
Pensioners – R250.00
Honorary members –at the members discretion
A once off joining fee of R300.00 is payable by all new members on joining EBS.
A 10 % Discount is applicable at the meeting /EFT payment before the END of
June!
Bank:
Account Name:
Account No:
Please use your

ABSA Bank, Sandton City
Eastern Bonsai Society
7119 51156

name as Reference when transferring.

MAIL
A thank you MAIL for our guest at last meeting:
“Hello there,
A huge thx to all who helped me with the
rescue figs.
They are looking so good, and the gently rain
has settled the soil.
Such a fun day for me.’’
Kind regards
Gill Longano
You are most welcome Gill, we hope to see you become a permanent member and have more FUN
days.

General

November Birthdays
Jan Neethling
Kathy S
Gerhard
Kathy T
Thanks to Kathy Tinney for her contribution from her SABA calendar on tips for the
months which we will include on a monthly basis:

_____________________________________________
Things to do for November:
Continue to:
Check for pests & diseases
Remove weeds
Water daily
Check wire bite & remove if necessary
Defoliation, pruning and shaping
Japanese maples should not be defoliated completely
Deciduous trees should all be repotted by now
Evergreens can still be repotted
Repot ficus now (Cape)

Check for mildew

Keep apex of trees in check
Cut back if necessary

Growth point
be cut back
new branches

on azaleas should
to 2 or 3 leaves on

_____________________________________________
Conditions differ from region to region. Consult with your local club.

Committee Members:
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
SABA Representative
BRAT Representative
PR & Judging
Set up/Presentations
New members & Membership
Facebook
Website
Raffle & Tree Sales

Anthoney Bosman
Dave Wilson
Kathy Tinney
Alan Russell
Hansie Bekker
Dave Wilson
Tommy Ramiah
Clive Kay
Jennifer Georgeson
Annetia Russell
Naseem Ebrahim
Yatish Poonee
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